We consider the problem of selecting the number of Advanced Life Support (ALS) and Basic Life Support (BLS) ambulances-the vehicle mix -to deploy in an Emergency Medical Service (EMS) system, given a budget constraint. ALS ambulances can treat a wider range of emergencies, while BLS ambulances are less expensive to operate. To this end, we develop a framework under which the performance of a system operating under a given vehicle mix can be evaluated. Because the choice of vehicle mix affects how ambulances are dispatched to incoming calls, as well as how they are deployed to base locations, we adopt an optimizationbased approach. We construct two models-one a Markov decision process, the other an integer programto study the problems of dispatching and deployment in a mixed fleet system, respectively. In each case, the objective function value attained by an optimal decision serves as our performance measure. Numerical experiments performed with each model on a large-scale EMS system suggest that, under reasonable choices of inputs, a wide range of tiered systems perform comparably to all-ALS fleets.
Introduction
Emergency Medical Service (EMS) systems operate in an increasingly challenging environment characterized by rising demand, worsening congestion, and unexpected delays (such as those caused by ambulance diversion). Achieving a desirable level of service requires the coordination of a wide range of medical personnel, as well as careful and effective management of system resources. To ever we choose to measure it-is affected by two closely-related decisions: dispatching decisions, the policy by which ambulances are assigned to emergency calls in real time, and deployment decisions, the base locations at which ambulances are stationed. Both decisions depend, in turn, on the EMS provider's choice of vehicle mix. As a result, a model that simultaneously considers all of these decisions, as well as their interactions, is likely to be intractable.
We thus proceed by modeling dispatching and deployment decisions via two separate but complementary models. One model considers the problem of dispatching in a tiered EMS system, assuming that geographical effects (and thus, the effects of deployment decisions) are negligible;
we formulate this as a Markov decision process (MDP). The other model considers the problem of deploying ALS and BLS ambulances within a geographical region, assuming the dispatching policy has been determined a priori. We formulate this problem as an integer program (IP). Both models treat (N A , N B ) as input, and we take f (N A , N B ) in each case to be the objective function value associated with a set of optimal decisions. While these models are admittedly stylized, numerical experiments performed with each model yields similar qualitative results. This strengthens our overall conclusion, and suggests that we may derive similar insights from a single, more sophisticated model. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Following a literature review in Section 2, we describe and formally construct in Section 3 our MDP model for ambulance dispatching in a tiered EMS system. We perform a computational study on this model in Section 4, which is based upon a large-scale EMS system loosely modeled after Toronto EMS. In Section 5, we formulate our IP model for ambulance deployment, and conduct a numerical study in Section 6 similar to that in Section 4. We conclude and discuss future research directions in Section 7.
Literature Review
There is a sizable body of literature relating to the use of operations research models to guide decision-making in EMS systems. We do not give a detailed overview here, and instead refer the reader to surveys, such as those by Brotcorne et al. (2003) , Goldberg (2004) , Green and Kolesar (2004) , Henderson (2011 ), Ingolfsson (2013 , Mason (2013) , McLay (2010), and Swersey (1994) .
We draw primarily from two streams of literature.
The first stream of literature we consider relates to integer programming models for ambulance deployment, canonical examples of which include Toregas et al. (1971) , Church and ReVelle (1974), and Daskin (1983) . These models base their objective functions upon some measure of the system's responsiveness to emergency calls. This can be quantified via the proportion of emergency calls that survive to hospital discharge, as in Erkut et al. (2008) and in Mayorga et al. (2013) , or more commonly, via the concept of coverage: the long-run average number of calls to which an ambulance can be dispatched within a given time threshold. These models have been extended to study the problem of deploying multiple types of emergency vehicles; see, for instance, Charnes and Storbeck (1980) , Mandell (1998), and McLay (2009) . Our integer programming model in Section 5 is most similar in spirit to that of Daskin (1983) , in that we use a notion of coverage very similar to his in order to evaluate the performance of an EMS system under a given vehicle mix and set of deployment decisions. Our model is also closely related to that of McLay (2009) , in that we consider the problem of dispatching multiple types of ambulances to calls of varying priority. However, we consider an aggregated notion of coverage that takes into account the system's ability to respond both to high-priority and to low-priority calls.
Closely related to the above body of work is a stream of literature pertaining to descriptive models of EMS systems, which aim to develop accurate and detailed performance measures associated with an EMS system operating under a given set of deployment decisions. Larson's hypercube model (1974) and its variants, such as those by Jarvis (1985) and Larson (1975) , are perhaps the most influential of this kind. Simulation has also been widely used; see for instance, Henderson and Mason (2013) or Savas (1969) . While descriptive models allow for more thorough comparisons between candidate deployment decisions, they are not as amenable to optimization.
The second stream of literature we consider pertains to dynamic models, which are used to analyze real-time decisions faced by an EMS provider. Such models typically assume that deployment decisions are fixed, and consider instead how to dispatch ambulances to incoming calls, or alternatively, how to redeploy idle ambulances to improve coverage of future demand. The first such model is due to Jarvis (1975) , who constructs an MDP for dispatching in a small-scale EMS, while McLay and Mayorga (2012) considers a variant thereof in which calls can be misclassified.
Work related to ambulance redeployment was initiated through a series of MDP models by Berman (1981a,b,c) , and Zhang (2012) builds upon Berman's work via a more refined analysis for the case of a single-ambulance fleet.
However, models using an MDP methodology often succumb to the curse of dimensionality, due to the role that geography plays in decision-making. This issue can be remedied with Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP), applications of which include the models by Maxwell et al. (2010) and Schmid (2012) . While our model does not explicitly take geographical factors into account, and this is a nontrivial assumption, it captures the essential features of a tiered EMS system. Furthermore, it can be used to quickly obtain insights into the relative performance of vehicle mixes in a large-scale EMS system, and is amenable to sensitivity analysis. Our paper's primary finding-that a wide range of tiered systems performs comparably to an all-ALS fleet-has some ties to a body of literature relating to the flexible design of manufacturing and service systems. The seminal work in this area is due to Jordan and Graves (1995) , who observe that much of the benefit associated with a "fully flexible" system (which, in their case, represents the situation in which all plants in manufacturing system can produce every type of product) can Aksin and Karaesmen (2007) and Simchi-Levi and Wei (2012) . Our work can certainly be placed within this framework, as the fraction of the budget that an EMS provider expends on ALS units can be interpreted as a measure of system flexibility, but applied to a different setting.
MDP Dispatching Model

Setup
Consider an EMS system operating N A ALS and N B BLS units. Incoming emergency calls are divided into two classes: urgent, high-priority calls for which the patient's life is potentially at risk, and less urgent low-priority calls. We assume that high-priority and low-priority calls arrive according to independent Poisson processes with rates λ H and λ L , respectively, and that they only require single-ambulance responses. The time required for an ambulance to serve a call is exponentially distributed with rate µ, independent of the priority of the call and of the type of ambulance dispatched. Calls leave the system after they are served by an ambulance. We assume that arrivals occurring when all ambulances are busy do not queue, but instead leave the system without receiving service. This is consistent with what occurs in practice, as when an EMS system enters a yellow alert (in which the number of busy ambulances exceeds a certain threshold) or a red alert (in which all ambulances are busy), calls may be redirected to external services, such as a neighboring EMS or the fire department.
Dispatches to high-priority calls must be performed whenever an ambulance is available, but a BLS unit can be sent in the event that all ALS units are busy, so as to provide the patient with some level of medical care. In this case, we assume that the BLS unit can adequately treat the high-priority call, but that such a dispatch is undesirable, in a way that we clarify in Section 3.1.2.
We also assume that a BLS unit must be dispatched to a low-priority call if one is available, but that there is a decision to make when all BLS units are busy, and only ALS units are free. In this case, the dispatcher may choose either to respond with an ALS unit, or to redirect the call to an external service, so as to reserve system resources for potential future high-priority calls. We revisit many of our modeling assumptions in Section 3.3.
3.1.1. State and Action Spaces Given the above, we define the state space to be S = {0, 1, . . . , N A } × {0, 1, . . . , N B }, where (i, j) ∈ S denotes the state in which i ALS and j BLS units in the system are busy. We define the action space to be A = (i, j)∈S A(i, j), where
{0}
otherwise.
In states where both actions are available, Action 1 dispatches an ALS unit to the next arriving low-priority call with an ALS unit, while Action 0 redirects the call instead. In all other states, the dispatcher does not have a decision to make, and Action 0 represents a dummy action.
Rewards
Let R HA and R HB denote the rewards associated with dispatching an ALS unit or a BLS unit to a high-priority call, respectively, and R L be the reward for dispatching an ambulance (of either type) to a low-priority call. We assume R HA ≥ max{R HB , R L }, but make no assumptions about the relative ordering of R HB and R L ; this may depend on the EMS in question.
For instance, one could select R HB ≥ R L if the skill gap between EMTs and paramedics is small, or the reverse if dispatching a BLS unit to a high-priority call is heavily discouraged.
These rewards do not reflect revenue collected by the EMS provider, but are used solely by the model to aid decision-making. Rewards can be constructed in a number of ways, depending on the objectives of the EMS in question. McLay and Mayorga (2012) , for instance, base their rewards upon the probability of patient survival until hospital discharge. However, these rewards can, more generally, represent a measure of the utility that the EMS provider derives from a successful dispatch. Nevertheless, identifying suitable choices for R HA , R HB , and R L may be difficult, and we discuss this issue further in Section 4. that Λ = 1. The discrete-time process is such that at most one event can occur during a single (uniformized) time period, and given the system is in state (i, j) ∈ S, that event can be
• With probability λ H , the arrival of a high-priority call,
• With probability λ L , the arrival of a low-priority call,
• With probability iµ, an ALS unit service completion,
• With probability jµ, a BLS unit service completion,
To describe how the optimal policy can be found in this setting, we require some additional notation. Let R((i, j), a) denote the expected reward collected over a single time period, given that the system begins the period in state (i, j), and the dispatcher takes action a ∈ A(i, j). We have
Let P (i , j ) | (i, j), a denote the one-stage transition probabilities from state (i, j) to state (i , j ) under action a ∈ A(i, j). There are several cases to consider, as the system dynamics change slightly at the boundary of the state space. For brevity, we consider only the case when 0 < i < N A and 
The first transition corresponds to an arrival of a high-priority call (or a low-priority call, if the dispatcher performs Action 1), the second and third to service completions by ALS and BLS units, respectively, and the fourth to dummy transitions due to uniformization.
Optimality Equations
We seek a decision rule that maximizes the long-run average reward collected by the system. To this end, we define a policy to be a stationary, deterministic mapping π : S → {0, 1} that assigns an action to every system state. Because state and action spaces are finite, by Theorem 8.4.5 of
Puterman (2005), we can restrict attention to this class of policies Π without loss of optimality.
We define long-run average reward for our discrete-time process as follows. Let S n be the state of the system at time n, and C π (S n ) be the random reward collected during the n th time period under policy π. Then the long-run average reward collected by the system under policy π is
By Theorem 8.3.2 of Puterman (2005), this quantity is well-defined, and independent of the system's initial state, as the MDP is irreducible-that is, the underlying Markov chain induced by any policy π is irreducible. Indeed, suppose (i, j) and (i , j ) are distinct states in S. Then we can transition from state (i, j) to state (i , j ) under any policy via i+j consecutive service completions, followed by i high-priority and j low-priority call arrivals. From this, we can define the long-run which is also well-defined because Π is finite. This constant, along with the corresponding optimal policies, can be found by solving the optimality equations
for h(·) and J. The mapping h : S → R is often referred to as a relative value function. Equations (2) can be solved numerically via a policy iteration algorithm, such as the one specified in Section 8.6.1 of Puterman (2005).
Extensions to the MDP
Some of the assumptions that we make are necessary for modeling the dispatching problem as an MDP: for instance, time-stationary arrivals and exponentially distributed service times. However, many of the assumptions that we make related to the dynamics of the system can be relaxed without losing tractability. Specifically, we can extend the MDP we formulated in Section 3.1 to model a system in which
• Low-priority calls can be placed in queue, to be served when the system becomes less congested,
• An ALS unit may be brought on scene to assist a BLS response to a high-priority call, and
• Service times depend on the priority of the call and the type of responding ambulance.
In Appendix A, we formulate an MDP model that includes the first two modifications. We omit the third item, as this requires a four-dimensional state space: one dimension associated with the number of each type of ambulance busy with each type of call. Furthermore, in the case of Toronto EMS, the basis of the computational work we perform in this paper, service times are not affected significantly by call priority, and our use of a single service rate µ is justified.
For the computational study we perform in Section 4, we use the model we formulated in Section 3.1, as experiments with our extended model yield very similar conclusions; see Appendix A.5.
Computational Study of the MDP
In this section, we consider a hypothetical system that is loosely modeled after Toronto EMS. We use the term "loosely" because our model inputs are based upon a dataset that we have modified a "lights and sirens" response, we treat these as high-priority calls, and all other emergency calls as low-priority. We estimate arrival rates by taking long-run averages over the two-year period, and obtain λ H = 8 and λ L = 13 calls per hour. We define the service time associated with an emergency call to be the length of the interval that begins with an ambulance being assigned to the call and ends with the call being cleared (either on scene or following drop-off of a patient at a hospital).
Because the mean service times for low-priority and high-priority calls do not differ substantially in our dataset (by less than 5%), our assumption of a single service rate for all calls is reasonable.
We set µ = 3/4 per hour, corresponding to a mean service time of 80 minutes.
As a starting point for our analysis, we use the rewards R HA = 1, R HB = 0.5, and R L = 0.6. Our assumption that R HA = 1 is without loss of generality, and we investigate below the sensitivity of our findings to our choice of rewards R HB and R L . To estimate the annual operating costs C A and C B of a single ALS and BLS unit, respectively, we assume that an ambulance requires three crews to operate 24 hours per day, that an ALS crew consists of two paramedics, that a BLS crew consists of 2 EMTs, and that ALS and BLS vehicles cost $110,000 and $100,000 to equip and operate annually, respectively. Assuming that salaries for paramedics and EMTs are $90,000 and $70,000 per year, respectively, we find that C A = 650,000 and C B = 520,000. Because only the ratio C B /C A is relevant to our analysis, we normalize costs to obtain C A = 1.25 and C B = 1.
It remains to determine our hypothetical system's operating budget B. To this end, we assume that the average ambulance utilization in our system is 0.4. Since emergency calls arrive at a 
Note that we only consider vehicle mixes for which the budget is exhausted-that is, mixes for which another ambulance cannot be added to the fleet without violating the budget constraint.
We would like to relate our numerical experiments in this section to those we perform on our integer program in Section 6. However, a direct comparison may not be valid, as we implicitly assumed that any ambulance can be used to respond to any incoming call. This is often not the case in practice; typically, only a subset of the fleet can respond in a timely fashion. Pooling resources, as we do in the MDP, vastly improves the system's ability to respond to calls; see, for instance, Whitt (1992) for a formal discussion of this phenomenon. To allow for comparisons to be made with a system that explicitly models geography, we scale up arrival rates by a constant factor to compensate for the effects of resource pooling. We choose our scaling factor so that a fleet of 70 ALS ambulances can respond to 98% of incoming calls, under a dispatching policy that does not redirect low-priority calls. This corresponds to a system that is in red alert status 2% of the time.
A scaling factor of 2.1 achieves this, and so for the experiments that we perform in this section, we assume λ H = 16.8 and λ L = 27.3.
Findings
Using the inputs specified above, we construct an MDP instance for each vehicle mix (N A , N B ) in the set Γ specified in (3). We solve each instance numerically using policy iteration, and store Long-Run Avg. Reward plateaus, then tapers off slightly. This suggests that the incremental benefit gained by continuing to increase N A diminishes rapidly. Moreover, this marginal benefit can be negative, if it is preferable to maintain a larger fleet than to improve responsiveness to high-priority calls. and to low-priority calls. We define the former as the long-run proportion of high-priority calls to which an ALS unit is dispatched, and the latter as the long-run proportion of low-priority calls receiving service from either type of ambulance. As we would expect, increasing N A improves the system's responsiveness to high-priority calls, but slightly worsens the system's responsiveness to low-priority calls. This results a in trade-off that is influenced by the relative importance of responding to high-priority and low-priority calls, as represented by the rewards R HA , R HB , and R L . In this case, the marginal improvement attained by increasing N A is eventually offset by the loss in ability to respond to low-priority calls.
Sensitivity Analysis
We next consider the robustness of our findings to our model's input parameters, by considering a set of curves analogous to those in Figures 1 and 2, but for MDP instances in which we vary operating costs, arrival patterns, and rewards. We begin with a sensitivity analysis with respect to C A , the annual cost of deploying an ALS unit. Figure 3 depicts five curves, each similar in spirit to that in Figure 1 , but for values of C A ranging from 1.1 to 1.7. Although we do not expect that ALS units would cost 70% more than BLS units to operate in practice, we choose a wider spread of C A −values for illustrative purposes.
An interesting observation is that all five curves nearly overlap until they begin to plateau, suggesting that there is a threshold number of ALS ambulances that should be deployed to adequately respond to high-priority calls. Furthermore, this threshold number should be met even when C A is very large. Where we begin to observe the effects of vehicle mix is for values of N A beyond this threshold. Not surprisingly, for larger values of C A , operating an all-ALS fleet can be suboptimal, as this requires shrinking the fleet significantly. However, even when C A is close to C B , an all-ALS fleet is not necessarily the obvious choice. When operating costs are low, and the system is able to deploy a larger fleet, ambulance availability becomes a smaller concern. Thus, the exact composition of the fleet has a much smaller effect on performance.
Next, we perform a sensitivity analysis in which we vary the intensity of arrivals, by scaling the rates λ H = 16.8 and λ L = 27.3 by a constant s. Figure 4 below depicts the curves that we obtain when we consider values of s ranging from 0.8 to 1.6. We note that when s = 1.2, the combined arrival rate roughly matches the service capacity of the all-ALS fleet (70, 0). While it may seem unrealistic to consider such heavily-loaded systems, recall that we deliberately increased arrival rates to compensate for the effects of resource pooling in our MDP. For smaller values of s, performance is fairly insensitive to our choice of N A , provided it is sufficiently large. Again, this is likely because situations in which all ALS ambulances are busy or all BLS ambulances are busy are rare, thus reducing the influence of the vehicle mix decision.
For larger values of s-specifically, in the extreme cases where arrivals outpace services-tiered systems can perform noticeably better than all-ALS fleets, as a larger fleet enables the system to respond to a larger proportion of incoming calls during periods of congestion.
Finally, we consider the robustness of our findings to the rewards R HA , R HB , and R L -perhaps the most difficult parameters to specify in our model. Recall we assumed (without loss of generality)
that R HA = 1, and so we need only perform a sensitivity analysis with respect to R HB and R L .
We restrict our attention to a comparison between the all-ALS fleet (70, 0) and the tiered system (27, 53). For the latter fleet, we choose N A so that the proportion N A /(N A + N B ) roughly matches We record the the percentage by which the long-run average reward collected by the tiered system deviates from that for the all-ALS fleet.
There are settings in which the tiered system can outperform the all-ALS fleet, particularly when R HB and R L are close to 1. In this case, emergency calls are effectively indistinguishable, and the EMS provider would prefer to deploy a larger fleet. However, even in the case where an ALS response to high-priority calls is heavily emphasized, and R HB and R L are close to zero, the performance gap is roughly 5%. This suggests that tiered systems are viable under a wide range of reward choices, or alternatively, that their performance relative to that of all-ALS fleets is fairly insensitive to uncertainty in the EMS provider's assessments of R HA , R HB , and R L .
Taken together, our numerical experiments suggest that our primary finding-that mixed fleets perform comparably to all-ALS fleets-is applicable to a wide range of EMS systems. The relatively small gap in long-run average reward that we observe between the two types of systems appears to be robust to changes in operating costs, arrival patterns, and reward structure. In Section 6, we perform a similar set of numerical experiments, to determine whether similar trends arise when we consider deployment decisions instead. Consider an EMS system whose service area is represented by a connected graph G = (N, E), where N is a set of demand nodes and E is a set of edges. High-priority and low-priority calls originate from node i ∈ N at rates λ H i and λ L i , respectively. An EMS provider can respond to these calls with a fleet of N A ALS and N B BLS ambulances, which can be deployed at a set of base locations N ⊆ N . For convenience, we setN = N , but this assumption can easily be relaxed.
We define t ij as the travel time along the shortest path between nodes i and j. A call originating from node i can only be treated by an ambulance based at node j if t ij ≤ T , where T is a prespecified response time threshold. This gives rise to the neighborhoods where C i denotes the set of bases from which an ambulance can promptly respond to a call originating from node i. If a ALS and b BLS units are deployed within the neighborhood C i , we say that node i is covered by a ALS and b BLS units.
Let p A denote the busy probability associated with each ALS ambulance-the long-run proportion of time that an ALS unit in the system is not available for dispatch. Define p B similarly for BLS ambulances. We assume that p A and p B are model inputs. These quantities can be estimated from data; for instance, Marianov and ReVelle (1992) estimate busy probabilities by computing average system utilization. However, because we evaluate vehicle mixes for which data are not available, we require an approximation procedure. Such a procedure should capture the dependence of these probabilities on the vehicle mix, as well as the EMS provider's dispatching policy. Our dispatching MDP model in Section 3 gives rise to a method for estimating busy probabilities that captures these dependencies. We discuss this method further in Section 5.2.
In the spirit of Daskin (1983), we assume that ambulances are busy independently of one another.
Thus, if a node i ∈ N is covered by a ALS units and b BLS units, then (p
proportion of time that the system cannot respond to calls originating from that node. Calls to which an ambulance cannot be immediately dispatched are redirected to an external service. We revisit these assumptions in Section 5.3.
As with the MDP model, we allow BLS units to be dispatched to high-priority calls, and ALS units to be dispatched to low-priority calls, but we do not require that ALS ambulances respond to every low-priority call that arrives when all BLS ambulances are busy. Let φ denote the long-run proportion of low-priority calls receiving an ALS response in this situation. This quantity does not specify how real-time dispatches are made, but provides a succinct measure of the system's willingness, in the long run, to dispatch ALS ambulances to low-priority calls. As with p A and p B , we assume φ to be given, but note that it can depend on how the system is structured and operated. Once again, we estimate this quantity by leveraging the output of our dispatching MDP; see Section 5.2. Finally, we define rewards R HA , R HB , and R L as before.
Chong
We construct our objective function as follows. Suppose that node i ∈ N is covered by a ALS and b BLS ambulances, and consider the level of coverage provided to low-priority calls at that node. With probability 1 − (p B ) b , a BLS unit can be dispatched. Conditional on all BLS units in the neighborhood C i being busy, then at least one ALS unit is available with probability 1 − (p A ) a , but a dispatch only occurs with probability φ. We thus have that the expected reward collected by the system from a single low-priority call is
Similar reasoning yields that the system collects, in expectation, a reward
from a single high-priority call. This implies that the system obtains reward from node i at a rate
We want to deploy ambulances such that the sum of this quantity over all nodes in N is maximized. Let x A i and x B i be the number of ALS units and BLS units stationed at node i ∈ N , respectively, and let y iab take on the value 1 if node i ∈ N is covered by exactly a ALS units and b BLS units, and 0 otherwise. We thus obtain the formulation
Constraints (7) and (8) This suffices to construct an instance of the MDP in Section 3.1. Let ν be the stationary distribution of the Markov chain induced by the optimal policy of this instance, and define
which represent the utilizations of ALS and BLS units in our MDP, respectively. From here, we obtain the approximations p A = ρ A and p B = ρ B . We similarly approximate φ with the quantity
Extensions to the IP
Perhaps the two most significant assumptions we make in formulating our integer program (IP) are that calls do not queue, and that ambulances are busy independently of one another. The former ) assumption can be relaxed by estimating p A , p B , and φ from the output of an MDP that includes call queueing, such as that formulated in Appendix A. We can estimate the long-run fraction of low-priority calls that are placed in queue, and modify the objective function to include the reward collected from these calls.
The independence assumption is fairly difficult to relax. However, it only appears in the objective function; the coefficients (5) and (6) require an estimate of the probability that a dispatch can be made to a call originating from a given demand node. Thus, we could instead construct an approximation of this probability. Larson (1975) iterative procedure that alternates between solving an integer program for a given set of correction factors, and using the resulting optimal solution to update these factors.
Nevertheless, we base our computational study in Section 6 upon the the integer program we constructed in Section 5.1. We do this primarily to reduce our computational burden, due to the large number of problem instances that we evaluate below.
A Heuristic Approach
For the problem instances we consider for our computational study in Section 6, we can find nearoptimal integer solutions relatively quickly by solving (IP) directly. However, obtaining integer solutions for very large problems in this way (for instance, problems in which G represents the road network associated with a service area) may be time-consuming. In Appendix B, we develop a heuristic for finding good integer solutions that is based on the linear programming relaxation of the integer program (IP).
Computational Study of the IP
Setup
We base our computational experiments in this section upon the Toronto dataset described in Section 4. To construct our graph G, we bound the service area of interest (the City of Toronto) We treat each cell as a demand node, and assign to it an ordered pair (i, j) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 51} × {0, 1, . . . , 37} to denote its horizontal and vertical position in the grid. To compute call arrival rates associated with each node, we map each call to a cell in the grid, and take a long-run average over the two-year period for which we have data. We define the distance between two nodes as the Manhattan (or L 1 −) distance between the centers of their corresponding cells. As an example, the distance between nodes (1, 15) and (17, 11) under this metric is 0.5 · (|1 − 17| + |15 − 11|) = 10 miles. For each node i, we define the neighborhood C i as the set of bases from which an ambulance can be brought on scene within 9 minutes. However, this response interval includes the time taken by the dispatcher to assign an ambulance to a call, and by the corresponding crew to prepare for travel to the scene. Assuming that this process takes two minutes, and that ambulances travel at 30 miles per hour, C i contains all nodes lying no more than 3.5 miles away from node i. As before, we set R HA = 1, R HB = 0.5, R L = 0.6, C A = 1.25, and C B = 1, and evaluate the set of vehicle mixes Γ = {(N A , N B ) : N A ≤ 70 and N B = 87.5 − 1.25N A } .
To obtain estimates for p A , p B , and φ, we can apply the procedure described in Section 5.2. Recall, that for the MDP instances we constructed in Section 4, we scaled arrivals by a factor of 2.1.
Consequently, ρ A and ρ B , as defined in (15), are overestimates of the desired busy probabilities p A and p B . However, we can use the information contained in ρ A and ρ B to estimate these quantities.
We expect the average utilization of ambulances in our system to be where λ H = 8 and λ L = 13 denote systemwide call arrival rates for our integer program. We choose p A and p B so that this utilization is preserved-that is, so that
One way to fully specify p A and p B from here is through the ratio p A /p B . This ratio provides an indication of how workload is divided between ALS and BLS ambulances, and we approximate it with the quantity ρ A /ρ B . Combining everything, we obtain the approximations
Findings
Using the problem inputs specified above, we construct an instance of our integer program (IP) for every vehicle mix in the set Γ. To decrease computation times, we remove the variables y iab from our formulation if either a ≥ 30 or b ≥ 30, for every node i ∈ N . Thus, we consider any demand node that is covered by more than 30 ALS or BLS ambulances to be covered by exactly 30 ambulances of the corresponding type instead. In doing so, we do not render infeasible any solutions that attempt to cover a node with more than 30 units, but we disregard the contributions of these excess units to the objective function. We thereby underestimate the coverage provided by a given deployment decision, but not to a significant degree, as p We solve the resulting IP instances numerically to within 0.5% of optimality, and and store the objective function value associated with the integer solution obtained in this way. Although we introduce some error by not performing our analysis using the optimal integer solutions to (IP), and this error is visible in our plots below to a certain degree, its impact on our overall findings is rates in our MDP to compensate for the effects of resource pooling. Despite the fact that we considered different types of decision making in our MDP and IP models, we arrive at the same general conclusion regarding the effects of vehicle mix and system performance.
Next, we verify that this agreement between our two models continues to hold when we perform sensitivity analysis. In Figures 7 and 8 below, we perform two univariate sensitivity analyses in which we vary the cost parameter C A and the intensity of arrivals. The resulting plots are analogous to Figures 3 and 4 in Section 4. As before, the shapes of the curves we obtain from our IP differ from those obtained from our MDP, but we observe the same general trends.
We conclude with a sensitivity analysis with respect to our reward parameters R HB and R L .
Applying a procedure analogous to that used to generate Figure 5 , we obtain the contour plot in Figure 9 below. The resulting contours are more jagged than those obtained in Figure 5 . This is due to the fact that we estimate the input parameters p A , p B , and φ from the output of our MDP.
Slight adjustments to the rewards R HB and R L can change the structure of the optimal policy, which may result in abrupt changes to the values of p A , p B , and φ. Because these parameters 
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the effects of the vehicle mix decision on the performance of an EMS system. Inherent in this decision is a trade-off between improving the quality of service provided to high-priority calls, and increasing the size of the fleet. We analyzed this trade-off via two This was corroborated by both of our models, and appears to be robust to reasonable changes to the values of our input parameters. A consequence of this is that when constructing an ambulance fleet, secondary considerations, such as those described in the introduction, can be weighed into the decision-making process without significantly decreasing performance. While our focus in this paper was to construct models that can be used to quickly obtain basic insights, a natural question to ask is what additional insights could be gained from a more sophisticated model. The numerical experiments we performed above suggest that the same basic conclusions regarding vehicle mix would be reached. However, one possible direction of future research would be to consider the problem of dispatching in a tiered EMS system, when geographical locations of ambulances are incorporated into the decision-making process. The resulting decision problem would have a considerably larger state space, but which may be approachable using Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP), as in Maxwell et al. (2010 ) or in Schmid (2012 . This framework would allow for a model that incorporates a wider range of system dynamics, such as time-varying call arrival rates, multiple call priority classes, explicit modeling of patient transport to a hospital, to name a few.
When formulating our MDP in Section 3, we made a few simplifying assumptions regarding the dynamics of the system, and briefly mentioned that our model could be modified to relax some of these assumptions.
In this section, formally constructing an extended MDP model that allows low-priority calls to queue, and for ALS units to be brought on scene to assist a BLS first response to a high-priority call.
We continue to assume that high-priority and low-priority calls arrive according to independent Poisson processes with rates λ H and λ L , respectively, and that service times are exponentially distributed with rate µ. While our model can be adapted to incorporate priority-dependent and ambulance-dependent service times, using a single service rate allows us to use a lower-dimensional state space, as we demonstrate below.
If a low-priority call arrives when all BLS units are busy, and does not immediately receive a response from an available ALS unit, it is placed into a queue with capacity Q (unless the queue is already full), to be served when the system is less congested. If a high-priority call arrives when only BLS units are available, we assume that with probability p, the call cannot adequately be treated on-scene. In this case, the BLS unit remains on scene in a "limbo" state, during which it cannot respond to other calls. When an ALS unit becomes available, it is immediately brought on scene, freeing the BLS unit, and allowing the high-priority patient to leave the system after an exponentially distributed service time (again, with rate µ). We continue to assume that high-priority calls do not queue, as such a queue would only be utilized when a red alert is in progress, in which case, external resources would likely be brought in.
A.1. State Space
The state of the system can be fully characterized by four values: the number of busy ALS ambulances, the number of busy BLS ambulances, the number of low-priority calls in queue, as well as the number of BLS units that are in limbo. This suggests that we require a four-dimensional state space, but by leveraging our assumption that service times are identically distributed, two dimensions suffice. Specifically, define
and suppose (i, j) ∈ S 0 . If i ≤ N A and j ≤ N B , we can interpret (i, j) as before: the state in which i ALS and j BLS ambulances are busy. If i > N A , then BLS units are in limbo, and if j > N B , then the queue is nonempty.
We treat BLS units that are in limbo as busy. Thus, if the system is in state (i, j), where i = N A + i and j = N B + j for some i , j > 0, then all ALS units are busy, i BLS units are in limbo, N B − i BLS units ) are busy serving low-priority calls, and j low priority calls are in queue. This construction is valid because we assumed that BLS units will only be dispatched to high-priority calls when all ALS units are busy, and low-priority calls queue only when all BLS units are busy.
However, not all states in S 0 are reachable. For instance, the system will never transition into state (N A + 1, 0), as our model does not allow for one BLS unit to be in limbo while all BLS units are available.
More generally, if the system is in state (i, j), where i > N A , then we must have j ≥ i − N A . With this in mind, we can redefine our state space to be
where for a real number x, we define x + = max{x, 0}.
A.2. Action Space
As in the base MDP, we assume that the system dispatches an ambulance (preferably ALS) to a high-priority call if one is available, and a BLS ambulance to a low-priority call whenever possible. Furthermore, if a BLS unit completes service while the queue is nonempty, the unit is immediately dispatched to a call in the queue.
However, queued low-priority calls are preempted by any high-priority calls being served by BLS units in limbo. Specifically, if an ALS unit becomes free while a BLS unit is in limbo and a low-priority calls is in queue, assisting the BLS unit takes priority.
Thus, there are only decisions to be made when ALS units are available, all BLS units are busy with low-priority calls, and the queue is nonempty-that is, in states where i < N A and j > N B . In this case, the decision-maker must decide whether to dispatch ALS units to queued low-priority calls, or to reserve system resources for potential future high-priority calls. Given the above, we can define the action space
For states in which both actions are available, Action 1 denotes responding to a single queued low-priority call with an ALS unit, and Action 0 denotes not doing so. In all other states (for which the dispatcher does not have a decision to make), Action 0 denotes a dummy action.
We make two remarks about our construction of A. First, we implicitly assume that when i < N A and j = N B , an arriving low-priority call enters the queue. This does not preclude an immediate ALS response to this call, as Action 1 can be taken immediately after the system transitions into state (i, N B + 1). The low-priority call, in this case, spends no time in queue. Second, we need not consider the case in which multiple ALS units are dispatched to calls in queue, as a dispatch would have been performed when the previous low-priority call entered the queue.
A.3. Rewards
Define the rewards R HA , R HB , and R L as before. We assume that the system collects a reward R HB from each BLS response to a high-priority call, regardless of whether or not the call could be completed without an ALS unit. In this case, R HB can be viewed as the expected reward associated with such a dispatch. We also assume that the system receives a reward R L from each queued low-priority call, but we apply a penalty for this type of dispatch that is proportional to the length of time the call spends in queue. To do so, we introduce a holding cost h that the system incurs per unit time for each queued low-priority call.
A.4. Uniformization
Since transition times in our model remain exponentially distributed with bounded rates, we can again apply uniformization to obtain an equivalent decision process in discrete time. The uniformization constant
µ still applies; without loss of generality, assume Λ = 1. If the system begins a uniformized time period in state (i, j) ∈ S, then the next event is
• With probability min{i, N A }µ, an ALS unit service completion,
• With probability [min{j,
The fourth probability follows because if i > N A , then i − N A BLS units are in limbo, implying that only min{j, N B } − (i − N A ) BLS units can complete service.
A.4.1. One-Stage Rewards Define R((i, j), a) once again as the expected reward collected over a single time period, given that the system begins the period in state (i, j), and the dispatcher takes action a ∈ A(i, j). Assuming that actions take effect at the start of the time period, and events at the end, we have that
The first two terms in the above expression are self-explanatory. Under the third case, the system collects reward from incoming high-priority calls, provided an ALS unit is available, and incurs holding cost from queued low-priority calls. Furthermore, if a BLS service completion is the next event to occur, then the freed BLS unit would immediately begin service with a queued call, and the system collects a reward R L .
In the fourth case, Action 1 is available, and has been selected. The system immediately collects a reward R L , as there is already a low-priority call in queue, and stops paying holding cost for this call. Furthermore, the system may collect reward a second time if there is another low-priority call in queue, and a BLS service completion occurs at the end of the period. However, if taking Action 1 results in all ALS units becoming busy, then the system would not collect reward from incoming high-priority calls.
The final term addresses scenarios in which all ambulances are busy, the queue is nonempty, and BLS units are in limbo. The system pays a holding cost for each queued call, but may collect a reward R L if a service completion causes a BLS unit to become free, enabling a call to be removed from the queue.
A.4.2. Transition Probabilities Because the probabilities P (i , j ) |(i, j), a are fairly cumbersome, we do not fully specify them here, and instead restrict our attention to the two most interesting cases. Case 1: Fix i < N A and j > N B , and note that Action 1 is available in this state. Consider first the subcase where Action 0 is taken. We have that
Any arriving low-priority calls are placed in queue, unless the queue is full. If Action 1 is taken instead, the system immediately enters state (i + 1, j − 1), and the transition probabilities become
We use an indicator here because if i + 1 = N A , then all ALS units in the system become busy after Action 1 is performed, and any subsequent high-priority call arrivals are redirected.
Case 2: Fix i > N A and j < N B . Here, only Action 0 is available, and we obtain the probabilities
Note that (i − N A ) BLS units are in limbo, and that these units can only trigger dummy transitions. All arriving calls receive a BLS response, and with probability pλ H , a high-priority call brings the responding unit into limbo. If an ALS unit becomes idle, a BLS unit is immediately freed from limbo and becomes idle, resulting in a transition from state (i, j) to state (i − 1, j − 1). A.4.3. Long-Run Average Reward As before, we want to maximize long-run average reward. State and action spaces remain finite, and so we can again restrict our attention to policies that are stationary, deterministic mappings π : S → {0, 1}. It can also be shown that our revised MDP is irreducible. Thus, the long-run average reward attained under the optimal policy is a constant that is independent of the starting state, and can be found by solving a set of optimality equations analogous to those specified in (2).
A.5. Computational Study
We conclude this section with a computational study on our revised MDP, and perform experiments similar to those in Section 4, to examine whether the insights that we previously drew about vehicle mix continue to hold with a more sophisticated model.
We base our study on the same hypothetical EMS we considered in Section 4, and set R HA = 1, R HB = 0.5,
.3, µ = 0.75, C A = 1.25, and C B = 1. However, our revised MDP model requires three additional inputs-p, h, and Q, representing the probability that a BLS unit cannot adequately treat a high-priority call, the holding cost incurred by the system per unit time for each queued low-priority call, the maximum number of low-priority calls that can be placed in queue, respectively. These parameters cannot be readily estimated from the data available to us, so we select p = 0.5, h = 0.6, and Q = 10. We choose h so that our system does not collect any reward from a low-priority call if it spends more than one hour in queue, and choose Q so that in the case of an all-ALS fleet operating under the optimal policy, the queue is only full roughly 0.5% of the time. Once again, we evaluate the long-run average reward attained by the optimal policy for each vehicle mix in the set We observe that the curve associated with the revised model has a shape similar to that associated with the base model. However, there are two notable differences. First, systems for which N A is very small may attain a negative long-run average reward. This is because such a system would be forced to dispatch BLS units to high-priority calls, many of which will go into limbo. Once this occurs, an ALS unit must be brought on scene, and if N A is very small, this results in long queues and large holding costs. Second, the system may collect more reward under the revised model than under the base model. The resulting increase in reward is relatively small, but noticeable. This is counterintuitive, as one would expect that the revised model penalizes the system more heavily during periods of congestion. However, a queue enables the system to respond to a larger fraction of low-priority calls, and thus, to potentially collect more reward if the system is seldom congested and queues remain small; this is the case in our example.
Nevertheless, our primary numerical claim-that all-ALS fleets do not significantly outperform tiered systems-still holds. Although our revised model more heavily penalizes systems deploying too few ALS units, it suggests there is still a threshold beyond which increasing N A has a negligible effect on system performance. Furthermore, this threshold appears to match that found by the base model. When we perform sensitivity analyses with respect to our input parameters, we observe similar behavior. Figures 11 and 12 below illustrate the curves we obtain as we vary C A and scale arrival rates by a constant s. These are analogous to Figures 3 and 4 in Section 4.
While there are noticeable differences between the curves associated the two models when the system is heavily loaded-for instance, when s or C A is large-they exhibit the same general trends. This suggests the qualitative conclusions that we draw about vehicle mix are insensitive to the model that we use. 
Constraints (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) 0 ≤ x
Suppose (x * , y * ) is a fractional optimal solution to (LP): that is, one in which some variables take on noninteger values. We can interpret fractional values from a probabilistic point of view, by using (x * , y * ) as the basis for a randomized procedure that assigns x * A i ALS units and x * B i BLS units to each node i ∈ N in expectation. Our method consists of two primary steps. First, we use (x * , y * ) to construct probability distributions for each of the N A + N B ambulances in the system, with support over the set of nodes N .
By sampling from the resulting distributions, we obtain a feasible assignment of ambulances to bases, from which a feasible solution to (IP) can be constructed. We apply this procedure to a prespecified number of samples, and store the best solution found in this way.
B.1. Probability Distributions
For each a ∈ {1, . . . , N A }, let A a represent the node to which the a th ALS ambulance is deployed. This is a discrete random variable with support over the set of nodes N . Its mass function can be characterized by a vector p a = (p a1 , . . . , p a|N | ), where p ai denotes the probability that ALS unit a is stationed at node i ∈ N .
We select the probabilities p ai so that
where Equations (20) ensure that x * A i ALS units are assigned to each node i ∈ N in expectation. We can similarly define random variables B 1 , . . . , B N B and vectors q 1 , . . . , q N B associated with the BLS ambulances. 
B.2. The Heuristic
To determine appropriate choices of p ai and q bi satisfying the above constraints, we employ a greedy method, the pseudocode for which is given in Figure 13 below. While we only discuss below how the probabilities associated with ALS ambulances are determined, we can apply a nearly identical procedure for the BLS ambulances. The method begins by setting m i := x * A i for each node i, denoting the probability mass that can be assigned by each node to the vectors p 1 , . . . p N A . In the a th iteration (where a ∈ {1, . . . , N A }), the method constructs the vector p a , and consequently, the distribution of the random variable A a . This process begins by selecting the node i * with the largest m i value, and transfers any mass associated with that node the element corresponding to node i * in the vector p a (unless, of course, m i * > 1). If p ai * < 1, the method examines neighboring nodes, in order of increasing distance from i * (ties can be broken arbitrarily), and continues transferring mass in this fashion until the entries of p a sum to one.
We choose this method for two primary reasons. First, it emphasizes nodes having large x * A i (or x * B i ) values.
Specifically, suppose x * A i ≤ 1, but that x * A i is large. Then we maximize the probability that an ambulance is assigned to node i by assigning all of the mass contained in x * A i to a single distribution, provided that we locate ambulances independently of one another. We can make a similar statement if x * A i > 1. While we continue to locate x * A i ALS units to node i in expectation, we bias the method towards assigning at least one ambulance to node i. We do this to mimic the optimal fractional solution (x * , y * ) to (LP), by emphasizing nodes making large contributions to the objective function. Second, our method tends to construct random variables with supports on nodes that are clustered close to one another. This may reduce "holes" in coverage that could result from randomization. Specifically, limiting an ambulance to being located to a specific subset of the service area may reduce the likelihood that nodes in this area are inadequately covered.
B.3. Random Sampling
We can randomly generate a feasible deployment decisionx by independently sampling from the random Since random samples can be generated relatively quickly, we can repeat the above procedure a prespecified number of times, and store the best solution found in this way.
B.4. Heuristic Performance
We conclude by evaluating the performance of our heuristic. To do so, we consider some of the problem instances that we constructed for our computational study in Section 6. In order to obtain the plots shown in Figures 6, 7 , and 8, we solved a collection of 507 instances of our integer program (IP) to within 0.5% of optimality. For each of these instances, we solve the corresponding linear programming relaxation (LP), then apply our heuristic, if necessary, to obtain a feasible integer solution. Let Z IP and Z Heu denote the objective function values associated with the integer solutions obtained from (IP) and our heuristic, respectively. Given a problem instance, we define the relative performance of our two methods as
We compute (21) for each of our 507 problem instances, and record the computation time needed to obtain solutions under both methods, for which the summary statistics are in Table 1 below. Table 1 Performance of our heuristic under a collection of 507 problem instances used for our computational study in Section 6. Here, s is an arrival rate scaling factor applied to both call priorities, and CA is the cost of deploying one ALS unit (relative to that for a BLS unit). In the base case, CA = 1.25 and s = 1.0. become more favorable when we consider larger problem instances. To test this, we take the same service area considered from our computational study in Section 6, and divide it into a 76 × 104 grid (instead of a 38 × 52 grid, as before). Numerical experiments on a few of our base case problem instances suggest that the relative performance of our two methods is similar, but runtimes differ by a factor of three or four.
Relative Performance
